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Release Notes for Patch Release#3031

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.0-rev20
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.0-rev15
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #2982.
42279 Update to share links does not update the .drive-meta fileA share link’s expiry date and password is not stored within the targeted file or folder, but withinthe anonymous guest user account associated with the link. An update of those properties doesnot affect the targeted file or folder, so that their sequence number remains unchanged.This has been fixed by ”Touch” underlying item if password or expiry of share link has been updated.
42462 Click on small cloud next to subscriptions folder - no settings displayedThe id of the folder was not correctly calculated and the settings were not displayed.Now the correct id is calculated and the settings are displayed.
42994 Sieve script can not be saved in Appsuite-UI due to a syntax errorAn empty string for the users full name (Sur name and Given name is empty) results in an errorwhile trying to set the vacation notice ”from” field.Solution: If the string for the users full name is empty only the email is set as value for the ”from”field to store the vacation notice.
41709 Portal mail widget is emptyAfter moving mails to inbox, the inbox collection is set to expired and is cleared. Afterwards, thewidget collection did not contain any mails which results in the unexpected message: ’No mails ininbox’ and no email is displayed in the portal widget.This has been fixed by reloading mail data when collection is set to expired. This fix does also in-clude the handling, when mails are moved to the folder which is displayed in the portal. The targetfolder is then updated.
42653 Cannot save attachment to driveThe fix of another issue required to call a different method overload of an internal service routine,but passed a null reference for a parameter which wasn’t expected by one concrete implementa-tion. This caused the error when trying to save a file from an email to drive.Solution: Orderly pass set columns when saving attachment to drive.
42773 Mandatory wizard not allowing to see UI after login and user info addedFirst start wizard never finished/resolved and timezone settings were not stored correctly.This has been fixed by resolving/rejecting the state of firstStart wizard correctly and use the correctsettings model to store settings permanently.
42857 Drive Guest Mode Invitation Mails Theming: button not themedFixed button template to allow theming of this button.
43126 Calendar print List - view not possibleCalendar only supported a detailed print view.This has been fixed by implementing a new compact printing view.
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43226 Auto save draft fails on some HTML MailsmapObject was missing and caused the error when saving HTML mails.This has been fixed by adding underscore mixin.
43387 Mails w/o external content can show the load-external-images buttonWrong return value in CSS sanitizing routine caused a displayed image button without any function.Solution: Fixed check if CSS content has actually been modified.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
42279, 42462, 42994, 41709, 42653, 42773, 42857, 43126, 43226, 43387,
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